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Peer Review
Dr. Michael Cosmopoulos serves as the Hellenic Government-Karakas Family Foundation Professor
of Greek Studies at UMSL. He holds an academic appointment as professor of Anthropology in the
Department of Anthropology and Archaeology (College of Arts and Sciences), and in International
Studies & Programs. As Hellenic Government-Karakas Family Foundation Professor of Greek
Studies at UMSL, Dr. Cosmopoulos’s mission “is to focus, develop, and sustain research, teaching,
and public education on Hellenism, with particular emphasis on the impact of Hellenic civilization on
contemporary society,” as is indicated on the Greek Studies’ website. In addition, the professorship
has been charged with building relationships with local, regional, national, and international
communities.
Research:
During the past five years, Dr. Michael Cosmopoulos’ performance in research, both in terms of
quality and quantity, has been exemplary. One notable aspect of his career is the overlap between his
field archaeological work, teaching, grant-funding, and publications. During the past five years he has
served as the director of two major archaeological projects in Greece—at Eleusis and at Iklaina. For
both projects, he has secured significant external funding and these projects have resulted in Dr.
Cosmopoulos’ publishing articles on this field work in refereed journals in both the US and Europe,
as well as a two-volume collection on the Eleusis project from Cambridge University Press, one of
the world’s most prestigious outlets for academic scholarship. Another volume on the Iklaina project
is in-press with a 2017 publication date. As is clear from Dr. Cosmopoulos’ CV, he has also been
active presenting scholarly papers at international conferences while also delivering papers at
conferences locally and nationally. Organically, the professor’s field work and publications come
together; not only has Dr. Cosmopoulos found important artifacts in Greece, but he has also described
and contextualized these important finds in scholarly publications. The insights gained in the field
and in libraries are brought back into his UMSL classrooms and help prepare his students for the field
school he directs in Pylos each summer. In addition, Dr. Cosmopoulos also serves as an editorial
board member of two top-tier journals in his field (American Journal of Archaeology and
Mediterranean Archaeology and Archaeometry) and in this capacity helps promote the work of other
scholars while offering encouragement and support to up-and-coming researcher/scholars in the
Greek Studies’ field. Dr. Cosmopoulos is an internationally renowned figure and leader in his
profession, an observation that he is too modest to make in his self-study.
Selected Key Publications: Books and Journal articles
M.C, 2015 Bronze Age Eleusis and the Origins of the Eleusinian Mysteries. Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge.
M.C, 2014 The Sanctuary of Demeter at Eleusis. The Bronze Age. Vols. I-II. Library of the Athens
Archaeological Society 295-296, Athens.
Both reviewed jointly in Review: “New Insights into Bronze Age Eleusis and the Formative Stages of the
Eleusinian Cults, by Kevin T. Glowacki, American Journal of Archaeology, Vol. 120, No. 4 (October
2016), pp. 673-677. One quote from Review:
“Cosmopoulos completes the study of material from the old excavations; presents and assesses the
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stratigraphy, architecture, and ceramics of the Bronze Age settlement in terms of contemporary Aegean
archaeological method and theory; and offers a synthesis of the most important archaeological developments at
the site since the mid-20th century. His careful and critical approach, combined with a clear respect for both
the archaeological record of Eleusis and its earliest excavators, allows him to offer meaningful new insights
into the history of prehistoric Attica, Mycenaean religion, and the formative stages of the Eleusinian sanctuary.

M.C. 2014 “Mycenaean Burnt Animal Sacrifice at Eleusis”. Oxford Journal of Archaeology 33, pp.
257–273 (with D. Ruscillo).
M.C. 2014 "Cult, Continuity, and Social Memory", American Journal of Archaeology, Vol. 118, No. 3
(July 2014), pp. 401-427

Community Outreach in the St. Louis Area & Beyond:
As demonstrated in the self-study and supported by testimonials from community leaders, Dr.
Cosmopoulos has engaged in productive community outreach. He organizes five lectures and a major
concert each year on campus as well as participating in events, services, and meetings sponsored by
such Greek organizations as the Hellenic Society and Hellenic Spirit Foundation in the St. Louis and
Eastern Illinois areas. Often, the Hellenic Government-Karakas Family Foundation Professorship cosponsors events with such groups and serves as an anchor for activates in the Bi-State region.
Frequently, Dr. Cosmopoulos makes himself available to give lectures to community groups and
these serve the purpose of connecting UMSL with our local region. Two further aspects of
community outreach are notable: the Greek Oral History Project and the Greek Artifacts and
Documents Collection. The former comprises 50 interviews with elderly members of the local Greek
community and this is an invaluable way to preserve both the culture of the Greek community and the
voices of individuals. For the latter, Dr. Cosmopoulos has collected the Greek community donated
heirlooms, photographs, books, etc. and deposited them with the university for display and safe
keeping. These items comprise part of the impressive collection housed in the Greek Culture Center
at UMSL, a space that Dr. Cosmopoulos curates and develops for both the university and local Greek
community.
Through his role as director of two archaeological projects in Greece as well as the summer program
he directs in Pylos for students, Dr. Cosmopoulos connects UMSL to the wider Hellenic world. Not
only does he travel to Greece to conduct field work and research but he also provides opportunities,
and scholarships, for UMSL students to take part in an UMSL field school in Greece each summer
where they work alongside Dr. Cosmopoulos and other experts. As is noted in his self-study, Dr.
Cosmopoulos teaches two three-credit courses as an overload each summer at Pylos—a clear measure
of his dedication to his students. In addition to offering our students opportunities to study in Greece,
Dr. Cosmopoulos brings the best of Greek scholarship to UMSL to deliver presentations, participate
in conferences and seminars, and to perform on stage.
Quotes from Letters of Recommendation
1. Timothy Moore: “Michael’s creativity and industry contributed significantly to the vitality of
Hellenic Studies in the St. Louis community…”
2. Scott Thompson: “I can un-categorically state that Dr. Cosmopoulos has been a key partner in
preserving the history and culture of the Greeks…”
3. George Pelican: “The entire Greek Community considers him an invaluable asset and I
personally feel UMSL is fortunate to have such an individual.”

Teaching:
Dr. Cosmopoulos teaches three courses during each academic year on campus, in addition to summer
teaching duties in Greece. As he points out in his self-study his courses are underlined by a deep faith
the humanities, by an interdisciplinary approach, and in a belief that students can learn much from the
study of the Hellenic world that will prepare them for our own complex contemporary world. As is
the case with regard to his scholarship, one can observe connections between Dr. Cosmopoulos’
teaching and his ability to attract external funding. He has been able to raise considerable funds
within the Greek community in St. Louis that have been used to hire an Assistant Teaching Professor
who has been able to lead the Greek oral history project as well as teach the Greek language to
UMSL students..
Grants and Extended Funding:
As indicated in the self-study, Dr. Cosmopoulos has attracted over $600,000 in research-related
funding to UMSL during the past five-year period with these funds earmarked for the Eleusis and
Iklaina projects in Greece. Over the years, he has attracted major funding for the creation, operation,
and staffing of the Karakas Library and the Matsakis Greek Culture Center. The Greek program has
been able to find funding four annual endowed lectures and an endowed concert while Michael
Cosmopoulos has served as Hellenic Government-Karakas Family Foundation Professor of Greek
Studies at UMSL.
Conclusion:
Dr. Cosmopoulos has achieved success in promoting Greek studies and culture on campus at UMSL
and in providing outreach to the St. Louis Greek community and beyond would. It is easy to
underestimate the magnitude of his achievement during the past five years. In every respect, his
performance as Hellenic Government-Karakas Family Foundation Professor of Greek Studies at
UMSL has been outstanding and exemplary.
1. His endowment goals have been met through his distinction in outreach, teaching and
research.
2. His plan for the next five years involves new academic programs such as a major in Greek
Studies, more events brought to UMSL such as the Trial of Socrates, and research related to
continued excavation at Iklaina. This is consistent with his mission.
3. Recommendations and suggestions
a. about future directions: His goals for establishing the Greek studies major are admirable.
There is currently The Greek Studies Certificate. Perhaps a minor in Greek studies would
be the next step for adding to the Certificate.
b. For review process: Review process seems fine.

Respectfully Submitted,
Max Gillman Ph.D.
Eamonn Wall Ph.D.
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Department of Classics
Dr. Paulette Isaac-Savage
Associate Provost for Planning and Assessment
University of Missouri-St. Louis
November 3, 2017
Dear Dr. Isaac-Savage,
Michael Cosmopoulos has asked that I write to you describing some of the outreach we
worked on together during my time as chair of the Washington University Department of Classics
(July 1, 2012-June 30, 2017). I am happy to do so, as Michael’s creativity and industry contributed
significantly to the vitality of Hellenic Studies in the St. Louis community during that time.
Michael and I worked together on a number of events, most importantly the revival of the
annual lecture in Classical Art and Archaeology in memory of George Mylonas, a renowned
archaeologist who spent most of his career at Washington University. The Mylonas Lecture had
long been sponsored by the St. Louis chapter of the Archaeological Institute of America. When the
chapter decided some years ago to discontinue the lecture, Michael led the effort by UMSL, my
department, the Washington University Department of Art History and Archaeology, the Saint
Louis Museum of Art, and the Classical Club of St. Louis to revive it, and we have together now
sponsored three highly successful and well attended lectures.
In addition to this annual event, Michael and I worked together on a number of individual
occasions. Our two departments together brought Thomas Palaima, a leading expert on Bronze Age
Greece, to campus for a pair of events last year; we worked together each semester to let UMSL
students know about WashU courses in ancient Greek that might supplement offerings at UMSL;
Michael offered some valuable guest-teaching opportunities to our graduate students; and Michael
has helped entertain important visiting scholars who have come to Washington University. In
addition, Michael makes a point of attending events sponsored by local secondary teachers of
Classics. He has been a wonderful neighbor.
Please feel free to contact me at tmoore26@wustl.edu or 314-721-2998 if any additional
information would be useful to you.
Sincerely,

Timothy J. Moore
John and Penelope Biggs Distinguished Professor of Classics in Arts and Sciences

